Alcoa is synonymous with high quality aluminium products and plate from Alcoa Europe excels through:

- An extensive range of dimensions and alloys
- High integrity aluminium plate for demanding applications
- Low residual stress before and after sawing
- Tighter dimensional requirements than specified by industry standards

**About Performance**

Alcoa Europe is dependable and consistent. Our experience ensures we provide our customers with:

- Shortest possible lead times
- Excellent delivery performance
- Minimum quantities of 1000 kg
- Low minimum quantities even on non standard sizes

**About Service**

Alcoa Europe has local sales offices covering Europe

- Your salesperson and your customer service representative will answer enquiries effectively and efficiently
- Your technical questions will be answered by Alcoa’s well resourced and experienced technical staff
These dimensions show only the range of capabilities and cannot necessarily be provided in every combination of these sizes.

**PRODUCT INNOVATION**

- Brushead, and it needs to be brushed instead: Alcoa Satin Finish Plate, the first brushed finish available in Europe
- High performance patent mould alloys for the most exacting mould applications